
DESOLATION ROW ANALYSIS

"Desolation Row" is over eleven minutes of anything, everything. For nearly fifty years, Bob Dylan's fans, critics, and
writers have been trying to.

Of the Performance, music critic Robert Shelton stated that "the song, another of Mr. Baseball, books, music,
Tottenham Hotspur. The Hunchback is a deformed man who is employed as a bell ringer in the cathedral
tower. Things end badly, and Ophelia dies young, drowning in a stream. The Phantom was born with a terrible
disfigurement to his face. Despite the mermaids, "Desolation Row" is far more a Waste Land than a Love
Song, packed with allusion like all those great Modern texts of  Pound thought Eliot was the shining example
of what modern poetry should resemble. You have to be there to write the singer, but there's no evidence he's
left -- or that he wants to. It can best be characterized as a "folk song of the absurd. Dylan's musical
Rorschachs capable of widely varied interpretation He also provides clues about the meaning of this song,
acknowledging playful terms were used to mask the appalling events the song describes. I suppose this
symbolizes a wasted life lived outside Desolation Row. Pennebaker's Dont Look Back  Editor, F. Photos of the
lynching were sold as postcards. Yeats called his most precious symbols and themes " circus animals " in one
of his finest late poems -- a festival way to think of what recurs in "Desolation Row," and in works of Bob
Dylan's from then to today. Eliot and Ezra Pound appear, fighting in the captain's tower of the doomed Titanic
as people shout "which side are you on," less a protest song than reminder that cabins on the port side out,
starboard home mean you're posh. Taking characters from movies, messing them around a bit and putting
them in an new art work is so very Dylan, I feel, and something that again helps convince me that we are on
the right track here. These are not songs of explanation or insight, save the insight that nothing makes sense
any more. My line by line interpretation follows. Bomb shelters were popular and there were frequent civil
defense drills. Speech acts are the great cheap non-exit from Modernist literature: those who can't do, say, and
then pretend that to say it is as good as to do it. The Phantom in the song, like a fire and brimstone preacher,
warns the public against going to the depraved Desolation Row. To accomplish this they use propaganda to
convince Casanova he is the beneficiary of their plan. A brief accounting can be found at mnhs. And of
course, the narrator also lives on Desolation Row, occasionally leaning his head out the window to see what
the other side is doing. Neither matches the original, although Live comes close. Eliot, like Dylan a fan of the
music hall and vaudeville, worked that Shakespe-he-rian rag and kicky little bits like Mrs. The index to the
chronologies is here. Dylan was probably familiar with one of the many film adaptations of the story, the most
famous starring Lon Chaney. Cinderella , whose beauty is not recognized in straight society, lives on
Desolation Row. S Steel, the largest employer in the region had fostered racial strife by actively recruiting
black laborers from southern states to replace higher paid white union workers. Ophelia, an insane suicidal
character, is an ICBM.


